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The Toda flow and related flows extend naturally to operators in Hilbert space 
and the purpose of this paper is to describe these flows and to analyse some of their 
special properties. (1” 1985 Academr Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Toda differential equations describe the motion of p particles on the 
line interacting with Hamiltonian 
‘&=I 
In Flaschka’s variables [4], 
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&=I 
k = l,..., p, 
xk+ ,)/21, k = l,..., p - 1, 
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the Toda equations become 
where 
$=[B,L]=BL-LB, 
and 
B=L,-Lp= 
from which it follows that L, E L( t = 0) undergoes an isospectral defor- 
mation L(f) = Q(t)T LoQ(t), with Q(t) = Q( t)T. A fortiori, the eigenvalues 
12 1 ,...> A,,} of L, provide integrals for the flow. These integrals are in 
involution and can be used to solve the dynamical equations by quadrature 
PI. 
The Toda flow and related flows extend naturally to (full) matrices in 
infinite dimensions and the purpose of this paper is to describe these flows 
and to analyze some of their special properties. In addition to the proper- 
ties described above in the matrix case, the long time behaviour of the flow 
is of particular interest. For example, in [S], Moser proved the remarkable 
fact that, as t + cc, L(f) = QT(t) LoQ(t) converges to a diagonal matrix 
n = diag(L,, A*,..., $). By compactness, a subsequence {Q(t,)} of {Q(t)} 
converges to an orthogonal matrix Q and L, = QnQ’. In other words, the 
spectral theorem for real, symmetric (tridiagonal) matrices can be viewed 
as a result in the theory of ordinary differential equations. As we will see, 
this is only one of a large number of connections between the abstract spec- 
tral theory of symmetric operators in Hilbert space and the theory of 
ODE’s. 
We will always assume that the Hilbert space is real, separable,’ and 
presented in the form 
I;= u=(u,,u* )... ):Ilull*= f u:<co 
i 
) 
r=l I 
1 Many of the results that we prove below are also true in a complex Hilbert space, but we 
provide no details. 
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so that each bounded, symmetric operator L is implemented through a ker- 
nel 
(Lu)i= f LiiUj, i3 1, uEl:, 
j= 1 
where 
L, = Lji and f Li. < 00, 
j= 1 
for each i. 
In Section 2, we begin by introducing a class {G} of commuting flows 
L~q4o(f, L) on bounded symmetric operators, which includes the natural 
extension of the Toda flow to infinite dimensions. The flows are given by 
isospectral deformations of L, L(t) E $Jt, L) = Q=(t) LQ(t), with Q(t) 
orthogonal, so that L(t) solves a differential equation 
in a suitable weak sense, for some B(t) = B(G(L(t))). We then prove 
existence and uniqueness theorems for (*) in a variety of related spaces. 
The section concludes with the proof of a preliminary result on the long 
time behaviour of the flows. In particular, if G(A) = A, we show that 
dG(tr L,) converges strongly to a diagonal operator A = diag(cc,, a,,...), as 
t+cO. 
In Section 3, we solve the Toda equations explicitly by quadrature. This 
is accomplished by introducing the spectral theorem for symmetric 
operators L, in the form of the eigenfunction expansion of Gelfand, Gar- 
ding, and many others (see [ 12]), involving generalized eigenfunctions 
{Vjtk, n)} Of LO. I n other words, the problem of separating variables for 
the Toda equation is essentially the same problem as choosing a basis to 
diagonalize L,. 
In Section 4, we use the variables { cp,(k, A)} to obtain more detailed 
information on the long time behaviour of the Toda flow, G(A)= II, 
proving in particular a dynamical version of the min-max theorem for 
symmetric operators, viz., 
THEOREM. If ;1 is a discrete eigenvalue above the essential spectrum of L, 
with multiplicity n, then A appears precisely n times in A = diag(cr,, Us,...). 
Also, sup a,,,(LO) = lim sup, cl;. 
We also analyze which columns of Q(Z) converge to eigenvectors of L,, 
and, for compact operators, we give a dynamical version of the spectral 
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theorem in the spirit of the matrix case as outlined at the beginning of this 
introduction. 
In Section 5, the final section, we study the decomposition of the set of 
tridiagonal operators into “isospectral leaves” as imbedded in the space of 
signed measures. At each point L, of an isospectral leaf, the Lebesgue 
decomposition theorem for measures plits the ambient space into a direct 
sum of two closed subspaces, one of which is naturally interpreted as the 
“tangent space” to the leaf at Lo. Moreover, this tangent space is spanned 
by the Toda-like vector fields of Section 2, which can be integrated to 
provide straight line coordinates on a dense subset of the leaf. All of these 
results are in close analogy with the description of the isospectral sets for 
Hill’s equation given in [7]. The section concludes with an analysis of the 
infinite-dimensional analogue of the QR algorithm for the eigenvalues of a 
matrix. 
2. TODA FLOWS 
We begin by extending a number of results from matrices (see, e.g., [2, 
10, 133) to bounded operators. Throughout the paper, 
1: = {u = (u,, u2,... ):z+ER, ~~~~~~=~po=~(u~)~<co} and 9={(u~Z::u~#O 
for finitely many i}. We say that an operator Q is orthogonal if 
QTQ = QQ’= I. If A is an operator defined on 9, we denote its strict 
upper and lower projections by A + and A --) respectively. Also, 
B(A) = A + -A _. Finally, we say that an operator A defined on 9 is of 
band size k>O if A,=0 for Ii-j1 >k. 
LEMMA 1 (QR decomposition). Let A be a bounded invertible operator 
in 1:. Then A has a unique decomposition 
A=QR, 
where Q is orthogonal and R is a bounded, invertible, upper triangular 
operator (R, = 0 for i > j) with Rii > 0. 
Proof. The columns of Q are obtained by applying the Gram-Schmidt 
procedure to the columns of A, and the normalizations are chosen to make 
Rii positive. The procedure is well dehned because A is injective, the 
columns of Q form a total set as A is surjective, and uniqueness follows 
essentially from the construction. B 
Remark. If t ++ A(t) is smooth in the strong topology, then it is clear 
from the construction that t c* Q(t) U, t ++ R(t) u are smooth for each u E 9. 
This is the best we can do, even if t H A(t) is analytic (see the Appendix). 
580.64!3-4 
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Let L, be a bounded self-adjoint operator on Zc and let G(I) be a real, 
bounded, measurable function on o(L,). Consider the QR decomposition 
erGcLo) = Q(t) R(t). 
PROPOSITION 1 (Toda flows). The map L,,H #o(t, L,) 3 L(t) = Q=(t) 
L, Q( t) is a flow on the space of bounded symmetric operators that solves the 
dtfjferential equation 
$[B,L]=BL-LB, 
B= B(G(L))=(G(L))+ -(G(L))-, 
in the weak sense on 9, i.e., 
1 (u, Lv) = -(Bu, Lo) - (Lu, Bv), 
for all u, v E 9. Moreover, L(t) is the unique (weak) solution of ( 1) satisfying 
L(0) = L, in the class of operators {L(t) = Q=(t) L,Q(t): Q(t) is orthogonal 
and smooth on 9?}. Finally, flows induced by different functions G commute. 
Usage. We will use the phrase “Toda flows” to describe any one of the 
flows given above. On the other hand, “the Toda flow” always means the 
choice G(1) = 1. 
Proof of the Proposition. By differentiation, 
-$ (u, Lo) = -[(Bu, Lv) + (Lu, &I)], u, VEG2, 
where B= -Q’Q.’ On the other hand, differentiating (u, e”(‘%), we 
obtain 
(Q=u, G(L) Rv) = -(Q=u, BRv) + (Q=u, (RR-‘) Rv), 
where G(L) = QTG(LO) Q. As R9 = 9 and Q is orthogonal, this implies 
that G(L) w= -Bw+ (RR-‘) w for all w in 9. Differentiating (Q(t)u, 
Q(t)v) = (u, u) we see that B is antisymmetric on 9. As R-‘, and hence 
RR-‘, is upper triangular, the equality B= B follows. 
Suppose L’(t) = Q”(t) L,Q’(r) is a second (weak) solution of (1) with 
Q’(t) differentiable on 9 and Q’(O) = I. From the calculations above, 
-QrTQ’= B(G(L’))=(G(L’))+ -(G(L’))) on 9. Let R’(t) be the (uni- 
que) solution of 
d’(t) = [2(G(L’(t)))+ + diag G(L’(t))] R’(t) 
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on 9 with R’(0) = I. Note that, as [2(G(L’(t)))+ + diag G(L’(t))] is upper 
triangular, any entry R;(t) is obtained by solving a linear finite-dimen- 
sional system with differentiable coefficients of the form 
const(e,, G(L’(r))+ ej) =const(Q’(t) ei, G(L,) Q’(r) ej). Clearly, R’(t) is 
upper triangular and as d:,(t) = (ei, G(L’(t)) ei) R:i(t), Rii( t) is strictly 
positive for all t. Set s(t) 5 Q’(t) R’(t). Then, as R’9 c 9, s’(t) is differen- 
tiable on 9 and 5?=Q’R’+Q’d’= -Q’[(G(L’))+ -(G(L’))_] R’+ 
Q’(2(G(L’)) + + diag G(L’(t)) R’ = Q’G(L’) R’ = G(L,) s’, where we have 
used the fact that 9 c domain(G(L’) f ). Thus Q’(t) R’(t) = s’(t) = eCcLojr. 
Uniqueness for (1) now follows from uniqueness for the QR decom- 
position. 
Finally, let Gi, Gz be two real, bounded functions on o(L,) and denote 
the associated flows by Lo~Li(t, L,), i = 1,2. We have L,(s, L,) = 
Q2(.r, L,)T L,Q,(s, L,), where esG2(&) = Q,(.Y, L,) R,(s, L,,) and ,!,,(I, 
L,(s, L,)) = Q,(t, LJs, L,,))T L,(s, Lo) Q,(t, LJs, L,)) (where e’G1(L2(s,La))= 
Q,(G LAS, Lo)) R,(h Us, Lo))) = (Qh Lo) Ql(t1L.2(~, Lo)))= Lo(Qz(s, 
L,) Qi(r, t,(s, L,))) and we compute 
the QR decomposition for etG‘1(Lo)esG2(Lo! But G,(L,) and G,(L,) commute, 
so that Qds, Lo) Ql(h LAS, Lo)) = Q,(t, Lo) Qh, L,(f, Lo)), which implies 
that L,(t, L,(s, L,)) = L,(s, L,(t, L,)), and the flows commute. These 
calculations also prove the flow property, L(t, L(s, L,)) = L(t + s, L,). m 
Remarks. (1) It is clear from the proof that if K(I) is any real bounded 
measurable function on o(L,), then we also have 
k(L) = [@G(L))> K(L)], 
weakly on&g. In particular, for K(A) = G(I), z E G(L(t)) solves the Toda 
equation, L= [B(Z), z], with z (t=O) =G(L,). 
(2) The solutions L(t) of the Toda equations remain bounded 
operators for all time. The operators B(G(L(t))), however, are usually 
unbounded (see Appendix) and existence and uniqueness for the equation 
t = [B, L] do not follow easily from general abstract theorems. In par- 
ticular, the uniqueness result proved above considers only solutions L(t) 
which are orthogonally equivalent to L,. A more satisfactory result would 
prove uniqueness for all weak solutions of L = [B, L]. As we see from the 
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proof of Proposition 1, however, this reduces to the problem of con- 
structing orthogonal solutions Q(t) of the (linear) equation 
Q= -QB(G(L(t))), with B(G(L(t))) given. The existing theory (see, e.g., 
[S]) for such time-dependent equations, however, requires additional 
strong hypotheses on B(t). 
(3) As we will see in Section 5, flows with G(2) unbounded are also 
of interest. 
(4) In the sequel, we will only consider weak solutions L(t) of (1) 
which are orthogonally equivalent to L,,. By uniqueness, we must have 
L(t) = Q=(t) &Q(t). 
The difficulties mentioned in Remark 3 above do not occur when L, is of 
finite band size and G(1) is suitably restricted. Note first 
PROPOSITION 2. The Toda jlows preserve band size. Moreover, if L, is of 
band size k, then the sign of L,j( t) is preserved for 1 i - jl = k. 
Proof: Suppose L, is of band size k and consider j> k + i. Write 
Qei = xi= 1 /IhefGcLo)eh, for suitable scalars /I1 ,..., pi, with /Ii > 0. Then 
(e,, Lej)= (Qei, L,Qe,) = i bh(e’G(LO)e,, L Qej) 
h=l 
= ,z, Ph( erG(Lo)Loeh) Qe,) 
= i c bhtLO)hm (e’G(Lok,,, Qe,). 
h=l Im-hlsk 
But for Im-hl<k,m<h+k<i+kkj, so that e’G(Lo)em is the span of 
Qe, ,..., Qe,- , . Thus (ei, Lej) = 0. Furthermore, for j = i + k, (e,, Lj) = 
BiCLCI), (e rG(h’ejT Qej) = (Pi/Y)(&), IlQejll”~ where Qej = ye fG(b)ej + 
CL=‘, yQe, and y > 0. 1 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that the bounded, symmetric operator A is of band 
size k. Then B(A) = A + - A ~ is also bounded and I/ B(A)11 d 2k II A I). 
Proof: Write B(A) = Cr=, (Cj - CT), where C, is an upper triangular 
Operator with kernel (Cj)hm =0 for m # h + j and (C,)hm= A,, for 
m = h + j. It suffices to show that lIC,Il d I) AlI. But, for any m, 
lIAl122 IIA412//1412= c Ak~A?;,+j,m~ for \jl<k. 
Ir--mlGk 
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On the other hand, for any u = (ui) E I:, 
m 
llcjul12= 1 (Am,m+jum+j)2G(SUP IA~,m+j12)lIUl12~ 
i=l m 
Thus IlCjll d IlAll. I 
This estimate makes it possible to strengthen Proposition 1 in the 
following way: 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose L, is of band size k and G(A) is analytic in an 
open disk D containing a(LO). Then the equation 
i = CB(G(L(t))), Ll, L (t=O) =L, 
has a unique solution of band size k. Furthermore, the solution is smooth in 
the operator topology. 
Proof: First we prove that the vector field [B, L] satisfies a Lipschitz 
estimate. Choose E > 0 small enough so that a(L) c D for (1 L - LOI\ d E. 
Without loss, we can assume that D is centered at the origin and 
G(1) =Cj?ZO y,I’. In particular, C,“=O r’(y,((llL,I( +E)‘< 00, for anyj. Sup- 
pose L, and L, are of band size k and IlLi- LOI1 < E, for i = 1,2. We will 
show that II CB(G(L)), L,l- CWW2)), L2111 6 KIIL, - 41, where K 
depends only on G, E, and 11 Loll. We have 
IICB(G(L,))> =&I - CW(~,h &III G llL,ll IIB(G(L,))-B(G(L,))Il 
+ IIWG(L,))II II& - L,II. 
But 
IIWWL,)) - WG(L,))II d f Iv,1 IIB(L; - GIlI 
d f lyrl (2kr) IK - GIL 
r=O 
by Lemma 2, as L; has band size kr, 
=rTo IYA (2kr) IIrf’ L;(-b - LA L;-‘-‘)I 
S=O 
2k 2 r2brl (11~~11 +&Jr-’ IL -L2lI. 
r=O 1 
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Similarly, IIB(G(L,))II d 2k C,“=O r Iv,/ (~~L,,~~ + E)‘, and the Lipschitz 
estimate is immediate. Furthermore, as [B(G(L)), L] = -2[(G(L)), L], 
band size ( [B(G(L)), ~51) < band size (t) and by standard arguments a 
k-band solution L(t) of L = [B, L] exists for OQ t d 6,. Moreover, 
B(G(L(t))) is bounded for 0 <t < 6,, so that f! = -QB(G(L(t))), Q(0) = I 
can be solved for an orthogonal Q(t), 0 < t < 6,, and, as before, 
L(t) = QT(t) L,Q(t). In particular, IlL(t)ll = J(L,(J, and global existence and 
uniqueness follow. 1 
In addition to preserving band size, the Toda equations also induce 
flows on certain weighted spaces. By way of illustration, we include a sim- 
ple example of this behaviour for tridiagonal operators. For each N, let C, 
be the Banach space of (bounded) tridiagonal operators with norm 
lI4l,- f m4 + lbil)< Co. 
,=I 
For any bounded tridiagonal operator Lo = L,( { as>, { hP >), where 
UP = (e,, L,e,), bp = (ei, L,e,+ ,), we consider the affine space 
C,(L,) = L, + C,, with the induced metric. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose lo = Cp”= I i”( (by - by_, ) + a: - a:-, I ) < co. Then 
the Toda equation 
.L = C&L), Ll, L(O) = Lo, 
has a unique global solution in C,(L,). 
Proof Suppose z G C,( L,) and // Li - El/ < 1, for i = 1,2. Then simple 
manipulations with the Toda equations 
prove the Lipschitz estimate 
11 CBtL, )T L, 1 - CBtL2), L21 11 N 
~fb(2+ i/z-‘%lh+SUP #l +SUP IbPI)IIL, -L211N, I I 
where KN depends only on N. Suppose that the solution tw L(t) E C,(L,) 
exists for 0 d t < y. Global existence follows in the standard way, provided 
we can prove the a priori estimate 
/IL(t) - LoI/ N d C,(N, II&ll, 1,) eC2(N”‘Lo”)‘( 1 + t*), (*I 
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for 0 < t < y. Indeed, we have from the differential equations 
< 2tl(b:)* - (by- ,)‘I + 1’ lb;(s) - (by)‘\ ds 
0 
+ ‘I~~-,(~)-(b~~,)21 ds I 0 
d2t(2sup 1bPI)Ib:-b~-,I 
+ (sup sup (lb;(s)1 + I%?)) 
I ocsst 
X 
(J 
r(Ib,(s)-b~l+lbj-,(s)-b~_,I)ds 
> 
+W:,ll K-C,, + SUP IIW)ll + ILlI) 
O<J$f 
X 
(I 
‘lb,(s)-b:I + lb;-,(s)-b:_,I ds 
0 > 
= 4t IlLoIl b: - by- ,I 
+2lI’oll J’(lbi(s)kbpl +Ib,-,(s)-b~-,l)d~, 
0 
where we have used Ibil < IIL(a, b)ll and the fact that L(s) undergoes an 
isospectral deformation by (the proof of) Proposition 3. Thus 
,?I i”‘ldt) - 4 < C(N, IlLoIl, 1,) (t + Ji IUs) - ~W)ll~ ds). 
A similar estimate holds for Cp”=, iN Ibi(t) - b:I and (*) follows by the usual 
Gronwall argument. m 
We conclude this section with the first of a number of results on the long 
time behaviour of the Toda flows. We only consider t -+ +co; the case 
t --f -cc is similar. 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose L(t) is the (weak) solution of the Todu 
equation, i= [B(L), L], L(O)= Lo. Then L(t) converges strongly to u 
diagonal operator diag(a,, LX*,...) with C(~E a(L,). Moreover, if Lo is 
tridiugonul with (Lo)i,j+, # 0, then or, 2 c(* 2 a3 > .... 
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ProoJ A straightforward induction argument shows that 
/=I i>k 
Thus 
$ L,(t) = f Lii(O) + 2 2 Ir ( C L;(S)) dS. 
i= I i= I j=1 0 i>k 
As IL&r)1 < llL(t)ll = IlLoIl, it follows that cliz lim,,, Lii(t) exists for each 
i and 
,i, ai= i L;{(O) + 2 i Srn ( 1 L;(S)) ds. 
r=l i=* O i>k 
In particular, sg (Ci,k Lii(s)) ds < co for each k. On the other hand, by 
Remark 1 above, (L’)’ = [B(L), L2], so that, for each i, I(C,“=, (L’),JI = 
l(ei, L’ei)‘l = 21(4L) e,, L’ei)l < 2/IB(L) eill lIL2eill d 2 IILeill I(L2eill < 
2 I( L(O)11 3, where we have used IlBeJ ’ = Cm+ i Lt 6 II Le,/ 2. Similarly, 
lW,;)V 6wol12~ and we conclude that, for each k, Ci,k (L2)ki(s) has a 
bounded derivative. Together with the integral bound, this implies that 
xj,k (Lki)2 (s) ‘0, as s + a. In particular, L(t) converges to 
diag(cr,, a,,...) strongly on the dense set 9 and, as ilL(t)ll is bounded, this 
completes the proof of convergence. On general principles, CX~E a(L,), 
as L(t) --) diag(cc, , cc,,...) strongly and a(L(t)) = o(L,) (see [ 11 I). 
Alternatively, for q;(f) = Q(t) ej, Ilqi(t)ll = 1, II(LO-ai) qi(t)l12= 
Il(L(t)-ai)e,l12= ~~(L(t)-Li,(t))e,(~2+o(1)=~jZiL~(t)+o(l),whichcon- 
verges to zero. Thus cli E a(Lo), by Weyl’s criterion. When Lo is tridiagonal, 
then ir.i+ I = Li,I + I (Li+ I,;+ I -Lrr), SO that Li,i+ ~(t)=Li,i+~(o) 
exp(.l% CLi+ I,i+ 1 (s) - LJs)) ds). As L,,,+ ,(t) remains bounded and 
Li,,+,(0)#O, we must have cl,+,ba,. 1 
Remarks. (5) This proof is a modification of an argument of Moser 
[S] for the matrix case. 
(6) This proposition gives an alternative proof of the classical fact 
that every (real) compact symmetric operator Lo # 0 has a non-zero eigen- 
value. Indeed, from the above proof, (Lo -a:) ql(t) -+ 0, as t -+ +oo. By 
compactness, u, E L,q,( t’ ) converge to vectors u +, for subsequences 
t’ + +co. If a + # 0, this implies that { ql(t’ )} converge to non-zero vec- 
tors w* as I/u+)1 =lim,,, IILoq,(t’)II =cr: #O. But from the proof of the 
proposition, a: - a; = 2 JYm xi+ I (Lii(t))’ dt, so that either 
(a) a: or cI; is non-zero or 
(b) e, is an eigenvector of Lo. 
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In case (b), if L,,(O) # 0, we are done. Otherwise, repeat the argument 
above for L restricted to (e, )I, and so on. 
COROLLARY. Suppose G(I) is injective and continuous on a(L,). Then 
any (weak) solution L(t) of the equation t = [B(G(L)), L] converges 
strongly to a diagonal operator diag(a,, CI~,...). 
Proof. Again by Remark 1 above, Z(t) = G(L(t)) solves the Toda 
equation (z). = [B(t), 11, so that z converges strongly to a diagonal 
operator by the proposition above. But then L(t) = G- ‘(G(L(t))) con- 
verges strongly to a diagonal operator, as G-’ is continuous (see, for 
example, [ 11, Theorem VIII-201). 1 
The ordering c~i 3~2 ... of Proposition 5 is a special feature of the 
tridiagonal case with L,,i+, # 0. If L,,;+ I = 0 for some i, then the operator 
splits into a direct sum of (at least) two operators, the flow decouples, and 
clearly the numbers cli from the one summand bear no general relationship 
to those of the other. On the other hand, one might hope that the result 
extends to operators of band size k with (LO)i,i+k # 0. This is false, 
however, even for 3 x 3 matrices. For example, consider 
0 0 1 
L,= t 0 2 0 1 ) 
1 0 0 
with eigenvalues 2, 1, and - 1. A direct calculation shows that q,(t), the 
first column of Q(t)(e’Lo = Q(t) R(t)), is given by 
e’Loel -= q1(t) = (le’“Oe,II (J&T 0, Jg&J 
which converges to v = (I/&, 0, l/d)‘. From the formula L, = Q(t) L(t) 
QT(t), it is clear that v must be the eigenvector of Lo corresponding to the 
eigenvalue ~1~. If c1i 2 ~1~ > CI~, then necessarily ~1~ = 2. But this is impossible, 
as the eigenvector of L, corresponding to 2 is (0, 1, O)T. The order of 
appearance of the txi’s will be studied in detail in Section 4. 
Finally, we note that the result in the corollary above is the best one can 
do for general G(I). If G(L) is not injective on o(L,), then L(t) does not 
necessarily converge to a diagonal operator. For example, if L, = (y A), 
with o(L,) = { - 1, l} and G(A) = A*, then L(t)= L, is the (unique) 
solution of t(t) = [B(G(L(t))), L(t)] with L(0) = L,. On the other hand, if 
L(t) solves i= [B(G(L)), L], then the proof above shows that G(L(t)) 
always converges to a diagonal operator. 
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3. EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS AND QUADRATURE 
For the convenience of the reader, we give the proof (following Simon 
[12]) of a version of the eigenfunction expansion mentioned in Section 1 
which is suitable for our purposes. Fix 6 > 4. 
THEOREM 1 (see [12, Theorem C.5.43). Let L be a real symmetric boun- 
ded operator in 1:. Then there exist a spectral measure dp(2) and a family of 
disjoint measurable sets {A,};=, whose union supports p3 so that, tf A E A,,, 
there are n real functions { ‘pi(k, A)}:=, obeying 
(i) (L - 2) ‘pi = 0 in a suitable weak sense (see below), 
(ii) for p-a.e. 1, k--“lqj(., 1)l Al:, 
(iii) for J. fixed, the { cpj}p are linearly independent, 
(iv) for any u in 9, define functions (V/u)(n), for j<N(;1), 
(viu)(J-) = ,f pj(k, 2) u(k), 
k=l 
where N(i) =n on A, is the multiplicity ,function; then /IuI/* =s dp(l) 
CJYl’ I ~,U(U2~ 
(VI v extends to an orthogonal map of I+ onto 
X = 0, L*(R, KY’; Xn dp), where x,, is the characteristic functio!n of A,,; 
explicitly, 
(V,u)(n) = l.Qm. i cp,(k, 2) u(k), 
k=l 
where 1.i.m. means limit in the X-norm, 
(vi) tf G is a bounded Bore1 function and u E 1:) then 
V(G(L) u) = G(n)( Vu); 
in particular, V( Lu) = A( Vu), 
(vii) ifg= {g,(A)} EX, then 
Proof We begin by introducing some basic objects associated with L. 
For any Bore1 set A, define p(A) = CF=, (l/k2’)(ek, E(d) e,), where E(e) is 
3 The support of a measure p is the complement of the largest open set in R on which fi 
vanishes. 
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the spectral resolution for L,. Clearly, p(d) = 0 if and only if E(d) = 0, so 
p(d ) is a spectral measure for L. 
By the Radon-Nikodym theorem, for each i andj, (ei, E(d) e,) i-“j-” = 
jd a&A) &(A), for some a&A) E L’(dp(2)). Clearly, a,(A) 3 0. For p-a.e. 2, 
define the symmetric operator A(A) in I:, 
tA(4 u), E f atj(n) uj 
/=I 
for UE~. As jd (u, A(]-1 U) &(A)= (CC1 (ui/i’) e,), E(ANC,“= l (uj/j”) ej)) 
for each A, we see that A(A) is a positive operator. Moreover, jd &(A) 
(Cp”=, u,,(A)) = xi ((e,, E(A) e,)/i’“) = p(A). Thus, for p-a.e. A, A(A) extends 
to a positive trace class operator on 1: with tr A(A) = xi”=, u,,(A) = 1, a.e. 
In particular, for a.e. A, A(A) has a complete set of real eigenfunctions 
{f,C? 4>jyEQ, 
N(2) 
MA)),, = c f;k i) f;(k 11, 
J=l 
NC>.) 
(*I 
1 II&(., A)lly; =WA(4)= 1. 
j=l 
One easily checks that the multiplicity function is a measurable function of 
A and that the eigenfunctions fi( ., 2) can be chosen to be measurable 
functions of A. Set A,, = {n: N(A) = n}, 1 <n 6 co, and cp,(k, A) = k’&(k, A). 
We are now in a position to prove (i) through (vii). Results (ii) and (iii) 
are immediate. For any A and any u in 9, u = C uie,, 
(~3 E(A) u)=C UiUj(e,, E(A) ej) 
i>i 
= 
’ (i 
+(A) C u, i6ei, A(A) 124, j’e, 
A I > 
which is sufficient o prove (iv), then (v) and then (vi) in the standard way. 
We prove only the surjectivity of V. Indeed, if V were not surjective, then 
there would exist a function g(A) = {g](A)} E X for which 
S h(A) Nf’ gj(l)(VjE(A) ek)(A)=jA &(A) Nf’ gj(n) Vi(k, A)=02 
,=I j= 1 
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for all A and all k. Hence, 
N(1) N(i) 
jgl gj(J-) qjPi(k 1) = k6 1 gj(n)fi(k A) = 0, 
j=l 
w.e. 
But then, gj(A) = 0, p-a.e., by the completeness of the eigenfunctions 
L& 41 of A(A). 
Setting u = ek in (a,), we obtain 1.i.m. C, cp,(l, A)(Le,)(Z) = Iqj(k, A). This 
is the sense in which cp,(k, A) is an eigenfunction of L. If L has finite band 
size, then clearly cp,(k, A.) is a bona fide solution of Lcpj = Iqj. To prove 
(vii), it suffices to show that V-’ VU = u for u E 9. But 
(v-‘( Vu))(k) = J @(A) Nf’ Vj(k, A)( v,u)(l) 
j= 1 
as 
I 
N(i) 
(ekT eh) = dP(i) 1 (VjekNl)( vjeh)(A) 
j= 1 
= j- dp(A) y’ Vj(k, 1) Yj(h, 1). 
j= I 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
Remarks. (1) For future reference, we note the formulae 
The eigenfunction expansion (dp(l), N(A), (qj(., A)}yLA>) of L is clearly 
not unique. We will say that two triples (dp(l), N(A), {cpi( ., A)}yLA,J) and 
(dP(A), R(l), { 4jC.F A)}J?:‘) are equivalent if dp(l) determines the same 
measure class as do(l), N(A.)=&A) a.e. with respect to dp(l) (or, 
equivalently, with respect to dp(A)) and 
s, &(A) y’ 
- 1 
j=l 
Vj(k, 1) Vj(k 2) = !:, dD(A) Nf’ @j(k, 2) Qj(h, A)
j=l 
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for all d, k, and h. From the proof of Theorem 1 and the formula 
it is clear that if (&(A), N(A), {cp,(., J.)}yL’/) is an eigenfunction expansion 
for L, then the same is true for all triples (&(A), &I.), {qj(., n)}J?z,‘) in the 
same equivalence class as (&(A), N(1), {qj( ., I)},!::‘). Depending on the 
context, by the eigenfunction expansion for an operator L we mean either 
the associated equivalence class of triples, or one of its representatives. 
Consider the flow LOb d&t, L,) generated by the real bounded Bore1 
function G(L) as in Proposition 1 of Section 2, and let (&(A), N(A), 
{cPj(., A)>?“,,) b e an eigenfunction expansion for L, = f A d&(A). 
PROPOSITION 1. Under c$~, 
+(A t) = dp(J-1, 
Nk t) = WA), 
where qk(t) is the kth column of Q(t) in e’G(Lo) = Q(t) R(t). 
(*) 
Proof To prove the proposition, including the verification that (*) is a 
well-defined mapping of equivalence classes of triples, it is enough to show 
that 
(e,, E(d, dG(& Lo)) eh) = 1 d&J) Nf' Vji(k, 1, t) Vj(h, A t). 
A ,=I 
But from the definition, dG(t, L,) = Q=(t) LoQ(t), 
=I dp(l) y’ ( Vjqk(f))(L)( Vjqh(t))(A) 
j=l 
=[dp(l) y’ Vj(k, 4 t) Vj(h, 1, t). I 
j= 1 
As the columns qk(t) are obtained by applying the Gram-Schmidt 
algorithm to the columns of erG(Lo), and as V is orthogonal, Proposition 1 
shows that the Toda equations can be solved by applying Gram-Schmidt 
to the functions ((eGc’)‘~j(l, A)), (e ‘(“)‘(p,(2, I)),...) with respect o dp(l). 
Let (&(A), NIL {Vj(., A)>?:‘) b e an eigenfunction expansion for LO. 
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For each pair of n-tuples (j, k) = (j, ,..., j,, I, ,..., ,I,) with j, < N(I,), 
1 <k<n, define 
D(j, k) - det 
vj,(n, J-, 1 . v,,h U 
a(j, I.) = sgn D(j, 3L) = 1, 0, or - 1, 
if D > 0, D = 0, or D < 0, respectively. Also, for two pairs of n-tuples (j, A) 
and (j’, b’) with D(j’, 1’) # 0, define the ratio r(j, A; j’, 1’) = D(j, h)/D(j’, a’). 
The notation &(I.) will mean +(A,).. . &I(&) and j < N(h) will be used for 
j, d N(1, I,..., j, < N(k). 
For each n, D(j, k) # 0 for some pair of n-tuples (j, I.). This follows from 
the calculation 
where we have used the identity 
THEOREM 2 (solution by quadrature). The ratios (r(j, I.; j’, I’)} provide 
a change of variables which separate under the jlows LO + 4G( t, LO). More 
precisely, the map 
L= (dp(l2), N(L), (V,j(., A))jY,‘) + {dP(~), N(k), {r), (4, k)l) 
is injective and 
r(j, 1; j’, 5’; b&t, L,)) = exp 
u 
t f G(n,) - G(n,!) I> r(j, 1; j’, A’; L,). ,=l 
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Proof: From Proposition 1, qi(k, 1, t) = (V,q,(t))(l), so that 
Wj, k 4G(tT ~3) 
(V,,q,(t))&) . . . (v,,,l(t))(kJ 
” ’ = det (vj,q2(t))(nl) (Vjnq*(t))(‘n) . . . 
(vj,qn(t))(nl) “’ (Vjnqn(t))(An) 
(Vj,e 
= yI, det 
i 
fG(LO)e,)(A,) ... ( V,ne’G(b)e,)(&J 
( Vj,q*(z))(Al 1 . . . (Vj”42(M~“) 
. . 
( vj,qn(t))(nl 1 . . . ( vj”%lw)(AJ 
(where ql(t)=y,,e’G(LO)e,, yll >O) 
( vj, e 
i 
‘G(Lo)e,)(l,) ... ( V,,e’G(Lo)e,)(A.n) 
(Vj,e rGch)e2)(A,) . . . ( VjnetGcLo)e2)(;ln) 
=YllY22det (Vj,q,(t))(n,) ‘.. (Vjnq3(t))(Ln) 
. . . 
(vj,4n(t))(Al) . . . ( V,,snWUJ 
(where q2(t) = y22e’G(L”)e2 + y2, e’G(Lo)e,, yz2 > 0) 
( vjj e fG(Lo)el)(A,) . . . ( V,nefG(Lo)el)(IZn) 
= . . . = y &t 
i 
. . . 
(Vj,e fG(Lo)en)(A1) ... ( VjnetGcb)en)(ln) 
(where Y= y11~22 ... ynn > 0) 
as (V,e ‘Wdeh)(~k) = eWk) qJh, & ), by Theorem l(vi). As y is positive 
and does not depend on the pair (j, h), this verifies the evolution of r 
and g. 
It remains to show that the map 
(&(~L N(A), {cP,('5 2))) --) {&(A), N(A), {r), {cl> 
is injective. By induction, assume that cp,(k, A), j d N(2), is known for all 
k cm. We will show how to construct cp,,(m, A,), for any j, < N(&,,). As 
noted above, D(j’, 1’) # 0 for some (j’, 1’) = (j;, j;, A’, . . . . 2.;) and f C@(L) 
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CiGN(A) r*(j, 1; j’, A’) = n!/D’(j’, I..‘), so that D(j’, a’) is determined up to 
sign, which is given in turn by a(j’, I’). Thus D(j, A) = r(j, I.; j’, A’) D(j’, A’) 
is known for all (j, 1L). By the induction hypothesis, D(j, ,..., j,,- ,, 
1 I*,-, 1 >..., ) is known for all pairs of (m - 1)-tuples, and 
Remark. The variables {r} were introduced by Nanda in [9] for pen- 
tadiagonal matrices. The above theorem was motivated by joint work of 
the authors with Nanda which will appear elsewhere [3]. Clearly, there are 
many relations among the variables {r}. For a choice of independent 
variables, see [ 9, 31. 
We conclude this section with a result which will be used in Section 4 on 
the action of the Toda flow on alternating tensor product spaces. For a 
bounded, symmetric operator on I;, set 
k-l 
LkE c r’oL@rk-‘-‘, kk 1, 
acting on Akl;, the space of alternating k-linear forms on 1:. Order the 
basis {ej, A ej2 A . . A ejk ;j, < j, < . . . < jk> lexicographically, that is, 
ejl A ei, A . . . A ejk < e,ii A eji A . ’ . A eji 
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if for some h, l<h<k, ji=j:, for i>h and j,<ji. We also have 
#1 A u* A ... A uk= (l/k!) Crc& (sgnr)u,,@ ... @urk and (u, A u2 A ... 
A uk, 02 A . . * A vk) = det((ui, vi)). Finally, for all Bore1 sets A, define 
pk(d, L)= (el A “. A ek, E(Lk, A)(e, A “’ A e,)), 
where L, = s 2 dE(Lk, A). 
THEOREM 3. The following diagram commutes: 
LO - tLdk 
Toda 
I I Toda now flow 
L(t) - fLdk ct), 
Proof. For etLo = Q. R,, erCLak = e’b @ . . . 8 e’b = Q Q R, where 
Q=Q,,@ ... OQO and R=R,@ ... OR,. The operator Q is clearly 
orthogonal; we will show that R is upper triangular with a positive 
diagonal, i.e., 
(ej; A ... A eji, R(ej, A .*. A ejk))=o 
for eji A ... A eji>ej, A .-. A eik, (*) 
(ej, A ‘.. A e,k, R(e,, A ... A ejk))>o. (**) 
But (ej; A ... A eji, R(ej, A ... A e,,)) = det M, where M,S = (ej;, ROejs). In 
case (*), as (e,, R,e,) = 0 for r > s, for some h, 1~ h <k, A4 is of the form 
;f “,), where A is (h - 1) x (h - 1) and C is an upper triangular 
\k - h + 1) x (k - h + 1) matrix with first diagonal entry, M,,,,, equal to 
zero. Hence (*) holds. In case (**), we see similarly that M is upper 
triangular with positive diagonal entries. Finally, 
(Ldk (t) = QT(t)(Ldk Q(t) 
k-l 
= C (Q;Q ... oQF)(l’oL,oZ”-‘-~)(Qoo ..* OQ,,) 
r=O 
k-l 
= ,so z’QL(t)Qzk-‘-’ 
= (L(t)),- I 
580/M/3-5 
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4. LONG TIME BEHAVIOUR OF THE TODA FLOW 
In Proposition 5 of Section 2, we proved that under the Toda flow 
L(t) -+ A = diag(a,, a*,...) strongly, as t -+ co, where cli E a(&). The goal of 
this section is to prove 
THEOREM 1. If 1 is a discrete eigenvalue above the essential spectrum of 
Lo with multiplicity n, then 1 appears precisely n times in A. Also, 
sup (ress(Lo) = lim supi a,. 
Let (dp, N {cp}) b e an eigenfunction expansion for Lo. In Theorem 1 of 
Section 3, cpj(h, 2) is defined only forj,< N(1). For j> N(1), extend cp,(h, 1) 
to a measurable function on R by setting qj(h, 1) - 0. Then D(j, k) is 
defined for all (j, A) E N k x I@, etc. Set ) (j, 1L)I = Cf= , li and pk = p x . . . x p 
on I&‘. The symbol K(6, A) will denote the cube (5’ = (A’, ..., A;); 
maxi IL: - Ai1 < S}. Also, define 
L,= {(j,i)eNkxRk:J dp,(k’) D’(j, a’) > 0, for all 6 > 0} 
K(W) 
and, as in Section 3, 
k-l 
Lk- c r’@L@Ik-‘-‘= 2dE,(Lk), 
s k> 1, 
r=O 
pk(d, L)= (e, A e2 h “’ A ek, E(Lk, d)(e, A e2 A “’ A e,)), 
for all Bore1 sets d. Finally, set Sk = sup(supp &). 
LEMMA 1. a,+ ... +a,=s,. 
ProoJ By Theorem 3 of Section 3, 
i$, LAt)=(e, A “’ A ek, (Ltt))k (el A “’ A ek)) 
=(e, A “’ A ek, Lo)k (t)(et A ‘.’ A ek)) 
=(Q(e, A ... A ek)t tLO)k Q(e, A ‘.’ A ek)) 
= 
(e 
r&dye, A . . . A ek), (Lo), efcLo)‘(el A .” A ek)) 
l(e ‘(b)k(e, A .. . A ek), er(Lo)k(e, A ... A ek)) 
eir dcLk(4 LoI 
> 
Now let t-+co. d 
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LEMMA 2. Zf (j, I) E Zk, then lj E o(L,), 1 6 i < k. 
ProoJ By Hadamard’s inequality, 
3 dpk(h’) 02(j, A’) > O, for all d> 0. 
Thus, for each i, 
for each 6 > 0. Thus li E a(&). 1 
Let xd(A) be the characteristic function for a Bore1 set d. 
LEMMA 3. Pk(d, L)= (l/k!) l&k(k) XA(~: ni) cj o’(j, a). 
Proof: Consider 
(e, A ... A ekrerLke, A ... A ek) 
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Thus, for any CJ E Sk, 
(e, A ... A ek, efLk(ea, A ... A e,,)) 
and 
(e, A ... A ek, e’4(el A “’ A ek)) 
=i cFsk (sgn g)(el A *** A ek, e’Lkte,, A . _. A e,,)) 
By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, this is enough to prove the result. 1 
LEMMA 4. Sk= sup(I(j, A)/: (j, ~)EZ~}. 
Proof If (j, 5) E rk, then, for any 6 > 0, 
o< 5 &k@‘) ~‘6 1L’) K(Wk,A) 
G(k!)pk({ ‘1 j;l ,I }3 y. y- C 1. <6 forsome3Lwith(j,3L)EZk 
from which it follows that sup ( ) (j, 1)I : (j, 5) E Ik > < Sk. Conversely, for any 
E > 0, 
cD’(j, A), byLemma3. 
i 
Thus, j-&k@) X(y:O<sk--y<c) (x5= 1 A,) D2(jo, h) > 0, for some j” E Nk, so 
that 
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for some 31’ E [Wk. The cube K(E, Lo) must contain at least one point 1’ E Zk. 
But there also exists a point h” E K( E, a”) for which 
x~v:oGsk--YGE)EF= 1 47 >O. Clearly, 
bk - 6 L’)i < bk - (j, ,“)I + i(j, k”) - (j, k’)i < (1 + 2k) Et 
and (j, h’) E I,. AS E > 0 is arbitrary, the proof is complete. 1 
An admissible pair (J, A) is a pair of sequences 
J= (d 1 h j(2),...), 
A = (Ml)), 4A2)),...), 
with {n(j(Z))) convergent. Set A(J) = lim,, m A(j(Z)). 
LEMMA 5. For each k, there exists a set of k admissible pairs of sequen- 
ces (J,, fl,) ,..., (Jk, /ik) with the properties below. 
(1) For each h, (j,(h),..., h(h), %,(h)),..., A(j,(h))) Ezk. 
(2) ,l(.Z,)+ ... +J(.Z,)=lim,,, Cy=i A(ji(h))=s,, 1 <m<k. 
(3) Zf l(J,) E Cdisc(LO), 1 <m <k, then j,(h) = j, = const, A(j,(h)) = 
A(.Z,) = const. 
Proof. By Lemma 4, there exists (J’, , ,4;) = (j’,(l), j’,(2),..., A( j’,( 1)), 
A( j:(2)),...) with (j;(Z), n(j;(Z))) E I, and such that A( j:(f)) + n(.Z,) = s1 . If 
n(.Z,) E a,,,(Lo), set (Ji, A,) = (.Z;, Ai). If n(.Z,) E gdisc(LO), then, for some 
b>O, {LO< l&z,)-21 <S} n o(L,) = 0. But, as A( j;(Z)) + n(J,), there is 
a J(i;(Zo)) with IJ(j;(f,)) - J(J,)( < 6. However, by Lemma 2, 
Wji(ho)) E 4Lo). Thus 4j;(ho)) = 4J1). Set j,(h) =j’,(ho), N,Ci)) = 
4ii(ho)), h 2 1. 
Assume by induction that the lemma is true for k. We prove it true for 
k + 1. From Lemma 4, it follows that there exists a set of k + 1 admissible 
sequences (Jr, /ii),..., (Jk, /1;), (&+r, A;+,) satisfying (1) and 
cf=+: A(&) = Sk+ 1. Renumbering if necessary, we assume 
n(J;)2n(J;)> ... > A(&) 2 (f;: + I). By the induction hypothesis, there 
exists (Jr, A,),..., (Zk, &) satisfying (1) (2), and (3). For a suitable per- 
mutation g E Sk, n(J,,) 2 n(Z,,) 2 . ‘. > n(J,,). We show first that the two 
ordered sequences interlace in the sense that 
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Indeed, suppose that for some m, 1 <m <k + 1, either 
(4 WJ > W,,-,I or 
lb) &Jin) < W,J. 
Suppose (a) is true. In the case that all the L(Jj)‘s and all the A(J;)‘s are dis- 
crete, then, for any 1 < i< m, the k-vector u; = (qj;( 1, A(J;)) ,..., 
(cp,:(k, (J,!))))= can be expressed as a linear combination of the k indepen- 
dent k-vectors wy = t4~~~~(1, A(J,J),..., pjoy(k, A(J,,)))‘, 1 G q 6 k, 
u; = 2 u,(i) WY, 1 <i,<m. 
q=l 
If a,,(i) # 0 for some q,, > m - 1, then 
(Ww,, . . . . wyo- 1, uJ, wgo+ 1,..., wk))* = a:,,(i) D’(j, J.(J)) > o 
and c,,, n(Jcq) + &; > 1 (j? A(J))I = sk, a contradiction. Thus, 
vi = z;r: a,(i) wy, 1 < i< m. But then the m independent (k + 1)-vectors 
(cp,;(l, A(J()) ,..., cpj;(k + 1, A(J,!)))T span a space of dimension 
<(m - 2) + 1 = m - 1 cm, a contradiction. In the presence of essential 
spectrum, this argument is modified as follows. 
Choose 0 < 6 < (A(&) - l(J,m-,))/2(k + 1) and choose h = h, large 
enough so that Il(ji(ho)) - A(J,)( < 6, 1 <id k, and [1($(k)) - A( < 6, 
1 < i< k + 1. As (j(ho), Atho)) = (j,(ho),..., jk(hO), ~(j,(hO)),.-, n(jk@O))) E Ik, 
the set A, = K(6, h(h,)) n {y: D(j(h,), y) # 0} has positive pk-measure. It 
follows in particular that if y E 2: = [A(j;(k,,)) - 6, I(jXh,) + S)] for some 
iE ( l,..., m} and yE Ak, then 
1 <p<k, (*) 
for suitable a,(& y, y). Extend a,(i, y, y) to a measurable function on Rk + ’ 
by setting u&i, y, y) = 0 for y +! A,. Now, the set 
has zero Pk+ ,- measure. For if a,(& y, y) # 0 for some q = q. 3 m - 1 on a 
set of positive Pk+ i- measure, then, by (*), 
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On the other hand, from the proof of Lemma 4, 
= 1 4j,,JkJ) + (4jXM) - 4jgqo(hON) - k6 
y=l 
k 
>/ C n(J,)+n(JI)-n(J,Yo)-2k+2)6 
i= 1 
k 
i=l 
=S,+2(k+ 1) 
4u-4Jom~,)~g 
2(k + 1) > 
>sk, a contradiction. 
Thus, 
dp(Y) dpk(Y) b,,(% Y) = O, 1 di6m. (**I 
Set cik= {ycAk:Idp(y)X (z; x Ak)jBk(y? Y) = 261, 1 6 i 6 m. BY (**I, for 
each i, j &(Y) @k(Y x(Z;x Ak)\L&’ Y) = 26pk(Ak), so that Pk(Cik) = PktAk)> 
by Fubini’s theorem. In particular, pk(ny= 1 C,) = Pk(Ak) > 0. Choose 
y” E ny! 1 cik. For each iE { l,..., m), 
m-2 
1 6 p d k, for p-a.e. y: E Z;. Substitution of (***) in JK(d,S(j,,,oJj dp,, l(y’) 
D’(j’, y’) shows that for pk+ I-a.e. y’ E K(6, l(j’(f,))), the first m columns of 
D(j’, y’) have rank at most (m - 2) + 1 = m - 1 cm, making the integral 
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zero, which is a contradiction. Hence (a) is false also in the presence of 
essential spectrum. 
Now, suppose (b) holds. Again in the case that all the n(JJ’s and all the 
l(J;)‘s are discrete for each i E (l,..., m} the (k + 1)-vector 
ui- ((Pk,p, Wq)L cpjop + 13 Wo,))) T can be expressed as a linear com- 
bination of the k + 1 independent (k + 1)-vectors wb = (~~~$1, L(q)),..., 
cp,$k+ 1, 2(Jq)))‘, 1 <qdk+ 1, ui=Ci=+i a,(i) WI. As before, a,(i)=0 for 
q 3 m, otherwise (det(w; ,..., WI-, , vi, WI ,..., w;, ,))2 = a,(i)* D*(j; ,..., j,L+, , 
L(J;),..., A(&+ i)) # 0 and CrZy A(&) + J.(J,,) > c!!rrr A($) = Sk+, . In par- 
ticular, this means that the m independent k-vectors (cpi,,( 1, n(J,)),..., 
Pjg,)))T, 1< i< m, can be expressed in terms of the m - 1 k-vectors 
(q,$l, n(Jq)) ,..., cp,;(k, L(Jq)))‘. 1 d q < m - 1, which is a contradiction. In 
the presence of essential spectrum, the argument can be modified as in (a) 
above, and it follows that the L(J;)‘s and the J(J:)‘s interlace. 
Now, either 
(c) A(&) > L(J,,), for some ie { l,..., k}, or 
(d) A(&) = A(J,,), for all iE { l,..., k}. 
Assume (c). Then, there is a first such i= i,, i.e., 
In the case that all the 2(Ji)‘s and ~(J:)‘s are discrete, this means that, as in 
(a) and (b) above, the i, k-vectors vi s (qj;( 1, L(J;)),..., cp,;(k, l(Jj)))T, 
1 Q i < i,, can be expressed as linear combinations of the (i, - 1) indepen- 
dent k-vectors wi = (qjO (1, L(Jol)) ,..., cp,“,(k, A(J,,)))T, 1 <i < i, - 1. Now, not 
all the (k + 1) x (k + 1)’ determinants 
(p,,,(L 4J,,)) ... (p/,kuY W,,)) vjp, 44)) 
T, E det 
! 
. . . 
cp,,,(k+ 1, 4J,,)) ... vjc,(k + 1, W,,)) 4oj;(k + L4J;)) 1 
1~ i ,< i,, can be zero. Indeed, if v,! = Cfzrr Blwr for suitable fi,, then, sub- 
tracting the combination 2::: plcpj,, of the first (i, - 1) columns of the 
determinant from the last column, Ti reduces to 
io- 1 
x bj;(k + 1,4JI)) - c B,vjJk + 1, W.4)). 
r=l 
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So, Ti = 0 implies ‘pj;(k + 1, n(Ji)) = Cfr,’ prcp,o,(k + 1, n(J,,)), which 
means that the set of i, independent (k + 1)-vectors (qj;(l, n(JI)),..., 
qj;(k + 1, n(Ji)))= has rank iO- 1, a contradiction. Thus T,#O for some 
i = i, E { l,..., i,}. Also, 
s k + 1 a f n(J~,) + ‘%t,) 
i= 1 
io - I 
= c n(J:) + i A(J) +n(J:,) 
i= I i= io 
lo- I k+l 
3 1 n(J;)+ c n(J:)+n(J:,) (by interlacing) 
i= 1 i=io+l 
io- 1 k+l 
2 c A(JI) + c n(J;)+n(J:,) (as i, Gi,) 
i=l i=io+l 
kfl 
= c A(J;)=sk+,. 
i= 1 
Thus, all inequalities must be strict and, in particular, n(J,) = A(&+ 1), 
i, d i< k, and n(J:,) = n(JiJ. Set 
Ji E ( ji(h) = ji, h 2 l), 
Ai E (A( ji(h)) = l.(Ji), h 2 l), l<i<k, 
J k+1~(jk+I(h)=JI,,h31), 
A k+l~(~(jk+,(h))=~(J:,),h~l). 
Then (51, A,),..., (Jkr Ak), (Jk+l, Ak+l) has Properties (I), (2), and (3). 
One easily sees that the proof in case (d) reduces to the proof in case (c). 
In the presence of essential spectrum, these arguments can be modified as 
in (a) and (b) above. The only additional point to check is that the pairs of 
sequences (J1, Al), (J2, Ad,..., (Jk, Ak)v (Jk+L, h,,) have property (3). 
But this follows by the argument in step k = 1 of the above induction and 
by Lemma 2. 1 
We can now give the 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose 
A,= ... =jlk,>lZk,+i= ... =A,,> ..’ >&+l’ “. =A,,+, 
is the list of the first k,+l discrete eigenvalues of L, above the essential 
spectrum. For any m 2 1, consider the m x kj+, matrix 
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M,= 
and the associated sequence of m admissible pairs (J,, /I,),..., (J,, A,), 
from Lemma 5. If rank M, = r, we will show that precisely r of the num- 
bers 2(J,) ,..., n(J,) belong to (2, ,..., A,,+,>. If m = 1, then the rank of M is 0 
or 1. If the rank is zero, then (cp,,(l, li)...pjk,+,(l, A,+,))=0 and 
4J,)=s, <AC,+,. If the rank is one, then ~~~(1, 2,)~0, for some 
~~{l,...,k~+i}, and then 1(J,)=s,=max(~,:cp,(l,~,)#O, l<s<ki+,}. 
Assume by induction that the claim is true for m. We show that it is true 
for m+ 1. Let (J,, A,),..., (J,, A,,,) and (4, A’,) ,..., (Jh, AL), (J:,.,, A;,,) 
be the associated admissible pairs for m and m + 1, respectively, and let r 
be the rank of M,. By the induction hypothesis, precisely r numbers 
n(J,,,) ,..., ;1(J,,) of the set {n(J,) ,..., n(J,)} belong to (11i ,..., A,,+,}. Now 
suppose that rank M,, , = r. By Lemma 5, 2(Ji) = n(J,), 1 6 i < m, and if 
4J:,+,)E {L..., &,+,}, the r+ 1 numbers A(&) ,..., A(&,), A(&+,) from 
wl L-7 4.L + 1) > are discrete eigenvalues in { 1, ,..., &+,}, and the 
associated pairs of sequences (J”,, AL,) ,..., (&, /iL,), (J:,+ , , AL+ ,) are con- 
stants, i.e., 
L,(h) =x7,7 WI,(h)) = 4JLJ h2 1,l bidr, 
Ai?+l(h)=L7+1? 4jk + l (h))=4J:,+l)? h> 1. 
It follows that, for any h, D(j;(h) ,..., j;+,(h), yi ,..., yi,,), &,=A(&,), 
1<i<r,y~+1=4J:,+l), contains r + 1 columns belonging to M, + i . But 
rank Mm+, = r, so D must vanish, contradicting property (1) of Lemma 5. 
Thus, Wm, 1) $ (4 >..., A,,+, >, and the induction hypothesis is true for 
m + 1. On the other hand, suppose rank M, + , = r + 1. When all the n(Ji)‘s 
and n(&))s are discrete, an argument from Lemma 5 shows that the ki+, 
m-vectors (cp,( 1, &),..., cp,(m, &,))T, 1 <q < ki+ i, 1, E R, are in the span of 
the r m-vectors (qj,,( 1, 2(J,,Z)) ,..., cpjn,(m, n(J,,)))‘, 1 < i< r. Another 
argument from the lemma now shows that D(j ,,..., j,, q, A(J,) ,..., 1(-I,,,), 1,) 
cannot equal zero for all q E {l,..., ki+ , }, otherwise rank M,, , = r. Thus 
Wl ,..., j,, qo, &I,) ,..., &I,), A,,) # 0, for some q. E (I,..., ki+ ,>, and, as 
A(&) = l(Ji), 1 < i < m, this means in turn that A(&+ ,) E {Ai ,..., &,+, ), 
proving the induction hypothesis for m + 1. In the presence of essential 
spectrum, this argument can be modified as in Lemma 5. Thus, for any m, 
if rank M, = r, precisely r of the numbers {n(J,),..., n(J,)} belong to 
{sly., &,+J. 
Now, the k,+, vectors cpj(. , S) E 1:) 1 < j d kj+ , , are independent by 
orthogonality and Theorem l(iii) of Section 3. It follows that, for some m, 
rank M, = ki+ 1. By the above, this means that, for such m, al of the num- 
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bers A, ,..., &,+, appear in the set {A(J,),..., A(J,)}, with appropriate mul- 
tiplicities. By Lemma 1, this means that each eigenvalue above the essential 
spectrum appears in the set { tli, a,,...>, with the appropriate multiplicity. 
If the discrete spectrum above the essential spectrum is infinite, then 
clearly 
sup{A: A E (T,,,(&)} = lim supi c(~. (*) 
If this discrete spectrum is finite, then the argument above can be modified 
in the manner of Lemma 5 to again prove (* ). 1 
Let Y& be the closed span of the discrete eigenvectors of L, and let X&, 
be its orthogonal complement in 1:. Define 
L,,, E L, restricted to J&, 
L o,ess =L, restricted to A$,. 
Flowing backwards and forwards in time, we clearly have the 
COROLLARY 1. Both 11 LoTnlj and IILo,ess(l can be computed dynamically. 
Remark. (1) From Theorem 1, we see that all of the spectrum that can 
be computed by the min-max and max-min algorithms, 
1: = inf sup (u, L,U)> 
u ,,..., Uk- , ul {u I,..., Uk- ,} 
Ilull = 1 
/I, = sup inf (4 Lou), 
u ,..../ U&, UljUl,..., Ilk-,) 
II4 = 1 
can also be computed dynamically. However, as t + 00, say, A = diag 
(a,, ~2,-. ) may yield more information. For example, A may contain eigen- 
values strictly between the top and bottom of a,,,(LO). Indeed, 
/ 
500000 
020100 \ 
LO 
000102 
\ . . . . ./ 
=010201 I 001080 0 8 0 1 0 “. I 
has spectrum [0,4] u (5) u [6, lo], and a, = 5. Moreover, it will be clear 
below that c(* = CQ = . . = 4 and tz3 = CI~ = .. . = 10. The distinction 
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between the Toda flow and the min-max algorithm arises because, for each 
k 
,i, cli= sup{(u, L,u): [lull = 1, u in the cyclic 
subspace generated by L, on e, A “. A e,), (*) 
whereas 
2 A,+ =sup{(u, L,u): all u with Ilull = l}. 
i= 1 
Combining Theorem 1 with the ordering ~1, b a, 3 *. . from 
Proposition 5 of Section 3, we immediately have 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose L, is tridiagonal with bi = (LO)i,i + 1 # 0, i 2 1. 
Then 
cli = A, = inf sup (u, Llu). 
u I,..., u,-, Ul(Ul,..., u,+,) 
/lull = 1 
Remark. (2) More generally, if A, 2 I, 2 ... > 1, are discrete eigen- 
values above the essential spectrum of L,, with associated eigenfunctions 
cP,,(., A,),..., qj,(., A,), then the proof of Theorem 1 (see also (*) of the 
preceding remark) shows that if det(cp,,(k, Ai)), Gr,kGm =(e, A ... A e,, 
‘p/l A ... A cpi,)#O for 1 <m<n, then cc,=A,, 1 <k<m. 
By way of example, consider L, tridiagonal with ai= (e,, Loci) = 2, 
b; = (ei, L,e,+ ,) = 1, i > 1, for which the spectrum is purely absolutely con- 
tinuous on [0,4]. Then, by the above corollary and its obvious analogue 
for t+ -co, 
L(t) + diag(4,4,4 ,... ), as t -+ co, strongly, 
L(t) -+ diag(O, 0, 0 ,... ), as t + -co, strongly. 
(*I 
In the matrix case, Moser [S] has made the interesting observation that 
the Toda particles undergo a “billiard ball” interaction. More precisely (see 
Section 1 for notation), 
(YI(~), am,..., y,(l))+(-221,, -2A,-, ,..., -2A,), as t + -co, 
and 
(Yltt)2 Y2(tL Y,(t)) + (-221, -2&,..., -2A,), as t + ~0. 
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Thus particle k transfers its momentum at t = --co to particle p-k + 1 at 
t = co. The Toda interaction for the infinite-dimensional example above 
also has a physical interpretation, Consider particle 1, say. For some large, 
negative time - T, a,( - T) N 0. But the limits in (*) are not uniform in k 
and particle 1 “sees” a block of particles moving towards it with speed 
I-21im,,, ak( - T)I = 4. By elementary mechanics, a particle at rest, 
struck by an (infinitely) heavy mass traveling with speed 4, moves off with 
speed 8. But this is precisely I-2 lim,,, a,(t)l! 
Suppose A,>&> ... >An>A,,+,=Anf2= ... =supo,,,(&,). Then, by 
keeping track of the rates of convergence in Theorem 1, one can show that 
lq(t) - ll;l = qc2q 1 <i<IZ, 
where ,u, = min(A, - A, ,..., li- ii+ r). When L, satisfies 
f k”(~a,-2~+Ib,-l~)<co, forall m=l,2,..., (*) 
k=l 
it is also possible to compute the rate of convergence of ai + sup oess(Lo), 
for i > n. From Proposition 4 of Section 2, if L, = L (t = 0) satisfies (*), 
then so does L(t). For such L,, as is well known (see [6], for the spectral 
theory and the inverse spectral theory of L,), 
cp2( 1 1) &(A) = X(0,4)(~) A- d/l 
3 
271 Iw(n)l’ 
+ i CfcqLL,) 
,=l 
+ $ c:‘s(n - Ai), 
i= I 
where w(A) is smooth on [0,4], /w(A)1 >0 in (0,4), ci, cl >O, 
I,, > . . ’ > A,, > 4, n; < ... < ,I;. < 0. For simplicity we will assume that 
n = 1, n’ = 0, and Lo is not in resonance at A= 4, i.e., Iw(4)1 > 0. Then 
(?’ 4 e2i, &(4 - 2) dl 0 2n lw(A)12 + e2w > 
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From the eigenvalue equation, 
@Pv, 1, t)= (n-4))* cp2(1, I 0, 
so that bf=J (A.-a,(t))‘rp*(l, A, t)&(A). Thus, 
4-~(t)=j (4-,l)#(2, A, t)dp(A) 
= U Jm 4(4-AKl-al(r))2 (ew(2(R-4) t)) 2n,w(A),2 ~2 0 
f (4 - &)(A, -a,(t))* (exp(2(~, - 4) t)) cf 
f (1, -al(t))* (evW, -4) I)) 4 
> 
. 
We have (4-2,)(/Z, -LZ,(~))~ (exp(2(A, -4)t))cf= O(exp( -2(1, -4) t)), 
(2, -al(t))* (exp(2(R, -4) t)) cf= O(exp( -2(A, - 4) t)), 
s 
J@zj 
4(4-~)(~-udf)J2 (eW(A-4) t)) 2n,wtLJ,2 d2 
0 
I (4-A,)2 
=05/’ 7cIw(4)12 Q5/2)+0 $ > ( > 
and 
J x/m 4 @-Q,O))~ (exp(‘W-4) t)) 2~iwwAl,2 dJ 0 
1 (4-A,)* 
=03/‘711W(4)12 
from which we obtain 
4-a,(*)=$+0 f . 
0 
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Furthermore, the asymptotics can be differentiated. From the Toda 
equations, 
hT=ili,=O(exp(-2(1,-4)t)), 
a3=a,+;((b;)./b;)=4-;+O ; , 
0 
and, by induction, 
4-ak,, 
%I= gt2 
kW+U+O L 
0 t3 ’ 
k> 1, 
as t + co, where, in this case, n = 1 = the number of eigenvalues greater 
than 4. 
It is interesting that this first-order asymptotics is completely indepen- 
dent of (non-resonant) Lo, n 2 0, and depends only on the fact that L, lies 
in a space 
f k”(la,-a,l+jb,-b,l)<co, m=l,2 ,..., 
k=l 
for some a,, bO. If Lo is in resonance at 1= A,, = sup CT,,,(&), i.e., w(&) = 0, 
then a similar computation shows that 
4k - 3 
4-ak+.(t)= 4t -+o $, 
0 
b:+,(t) = k(2;t; l)+ 0 0 f ) k> 1, 
as t-+co. 
We now consider the convergence of eigenvectors. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose elk > sup oess( L,). Then qk( t) converges strongly to 
an eigenvector of LO. 
Proof: Let elk,, ki+ i > k,, i = 1,2,..., be an enumeration of the (possibly 
empty) set of elk’s above the essential spectrum. Each elk, is a discrete eigen- 
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value of finite multiplicity vi. Let Pi be the associated finite rank eigenpro- 
jection, L,P, = a,,Pi. Now, for some 6 = 6; > 0, 
O d ‘Z IICz- pi) 4k,(r)l12 6 II(LCJ-ak,)(z- pi) q!f,(z)l12 
6 llvTl - G,) qk,(~)ll 2. 
But by Proposition 5 of Section 2, II(L,- elk,) qk,(f)l12 -+ 0, so that 
II (I- Pi) qk,(t)ll --t 0. Thus, to show that qk,(t) converges, it suffices to show 
that P,q,( t) converges. 
Write P, = C;l, (vi, . ) uir (vi, u,) = 6,. We have qk,(t) = y(t)(e’Loek, + 
C, < k, /I,(t) &‘e,.), for suitable pr( t) and y(t). In particular, 
(Vi> qk,(t)) = r(t) e “akl’(ui(k,)+ 1 /?Jr) U,(Y)), 1 di<v,. 
r<k, 
Now, for all Y-C k,, CI, 6 sup cr,,,(L,,) < elk,. It follows by (the proof of) 
Lemma 5 that U;(T) = 0, for I < k,, so that 
(u,, qkl(t)) = ‘Y(t) e(rzkl)ui(ki), 
and 1 = jlqk,(t)l12 = y2e(2’akl) Cyi 1 uf(k, ) + o( 1 ), from which we conclude 
y(t) e”“‘l’-+ (C;I r uF(k,))-“2, and hence 
qk,ct) + f 
ui(ki) 
i=, (-Q, uf(kl))“’ “= P1ekl’ 
Assume by induction that qk,(f) converges for j< m. We show that 
q&+,(t) converges. Set w, = lim, j o. qk,(f), 1 < j Q m, and write 
for suitable p,(t) and 7(t). Again, 
where P,,,, + , =~~=+r,’ (fii, ‘) Ci, (Ci, Cj)=S,. Let c(k ,,,..., ilk , O<p<m, denote 
the elements in {elk ,,..., a,,,,} with elk,, = CQ,,, 1 < ig p. As (w,, wjh) = 
lim f-cc (qk,(l), qk,h(l))=dih, we can assume with loss that Ci= wj, = 
lim,,, qk,,(l), 1 < i < p. Again by (the proof of) Lemma 5, for each p + 16 
i<v m+l, 
u”i(r) = f U,(i) w:(r), ldrbk,+l-l, 
s=l 
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for suitable a,(i) where {w~}lSsGSO is the subset of {wj}iCjGm with 
ak,~~k,+,. In this notation, fiie {~5),~~~.~~, 1 <i<p. For each 1 <s<sO, 
tw:, qk,+,(t))=Y”(t)e’ra”(w:(km+l)+ 1 p,(t) w:(r)), 1 6S<So, 
r<kn+l 
and for p+ 1 <i<v,+,, 
(v’i, qk,+,tt))- 1 as(i)(w:, qk,+l(f)) ec”“‘-“km+l) 
.s= 1 
=y(t)e(‘“‘m+l) iTi(k,+l 
( 
) + 1 
rckm+l 
P,(t) (fii(r) - 5 a,(i) 4(r)) 
s= I 
- 2 44 WXk,. 1)) 
x=1 
=7(t) ecrolkm+l) v”;(k,+ 1) - 2 U,(i) W:(k 
( s=l 
m+l)). 
As a:>ak,+, and (W:,qk,+,(f))=(qi(t), qk,+l(f))+dl), for somej<krn+h 
c;‘=“=, u,(i)(w:, qk,+,(t)) e(-t’E’pukm+l )) -+ 0, as t -+ co. Again by the proof of 
Lemma 5? as Lk,+,,k,,,+,(f) -, ak,+,, v”;(km+ l)-c?=1 di) wi.(km+ 1) cannot 
equal zero for all i E {p + l,..., v, + , }. Finally, 
from which it follows that 
f(t) e(‘%+l) 3 iTi(k m+,)- $ a,(i)w:(k,+, 
.x= I
and 
“m+i 
qk,+,tt) --) c 
(fii(kn + 1 ) - C:c 1 a,(i) w:W, + I )I 
i=p+l (IZYE+j+l (a,(k,+,)-~~==,~,(i)w:(k,,+,))~)~’~~~~ 
as t + co. This completes the induction and the proof. 1 
The above proof extends easily to show that if ak is any discrete eigen- 
value of L, above or below the essential spectrum, then qk(t) converges to 
580’64..3-6 
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an eigenvector. If elk is an eigenvalue but does not belong to the discrete 
spectrum, then qk may or may not converge. For example, if (u,, u1 ,...) is 
an orthogonal basis for 1: with u,,( 1) = 0, u,(2) # 0, and u,( 1) # 0 for n 3 1, 
set L = -C,“=, (l/n)(u,, .) u,. Note that Lu, = 0. Then a, = a, = 0 and one 
can easily show that ql(t)-0 whereas q*(t) -+ (sgn u,(2)) uO. Clearly, if 
JU E a,,,(LO) and dim ker(L,, - 1”) = m, then at most m of the 4;‘s can con- 
verge, say, qi -+ v,. This is because (vi, v,) =lim (q;, qj)=O, for i#j. 
Finally, if c(~ is not an eigenvalue, then qk(t) -0. For suppose that for 
some u #O, E > 0, and t, -+ co, l(qk(tn), u)i B F. By weak compactness, 
for some w, qk(tn,)-w, for some subsequence {t,,}. But for 
any k (eh, (LO - ak) w) = ((Lo - ak) e,, w) = limj+ m ((LO - 01) eh, qk(fn,)) = 
lim, _ m (e,, C-&,-Q) qk(t,,,)) = 0, as II(Lo - ~1 qAf)ll -, 0, by Proposition 5 
ofSection2.Thus(L0-cc,)w=Oand I(~,~)/=lim,,, I(qk(tn,),u)I>E,so 
that w # 0, a contradiction. Thus qk(t) -0. 
Now, suppose L, is compact. Set 
A, =diag(af, cc:,...)- lim L(t). 
1--r *cc 
Define N+={k:Q>O}, NP={k:cr;<O} (N+nN- may be non- 
empty). By Theorem2, if O><,l~oo(L~), then ,?=a: for some keN+, 
respectively. Denote the span of { ek: k E N + } by %?* and let 17, be the 
associated orthogonal projection, Z7,1: = X+. Also, let P+ be the 
orthogonal projection onto the positive (resp. negative) parts of L,, i.e., if 
L, = C l,(vj, .) vi, then P, = Cn,>,o Jwi(v,, .) vi, respectively. Define 
O,Z7, ES- lim Q(t)Z7, (the limits exist by Theorem 2), 
r--r +m 
The operators Sz, are isometries from Z? onto Ran P,, respectively, and 
P, =Q+Of. 
t -+ kc&and 
As Q(t) is orthogonal, QT(t) P, converges strongly as 
SLTP, =s- lim Q(t), P+. 
I--r *s 
We have 
THEOREM 3 (dynamical spectral theorem). Suppose L, is compact and let 
!2,, A,, and P, be as above. Then, as t + co, 
Lo = Q(t) L(t) Q=(t) f’, + Q( - t) L( - t) QT( - t) P 
+O,A,Q; @52_ApQT, 
where the convergence is strong. 
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Proof: For any u E 1:) 
Q(+t, U&t) QTW) f’,u 
=Q(kW(+W;u+o(l), as IIQ(kt) Uft)ll d IILA 
=Q(+W,Q$+o(l) 
=Q.A*QT,U+o(l), as RanA,QT cYi?*. 1 
The above result is, of course, not an a priori proof of the spectral 
theorem for compact operators, as we have used the eigenfunction expan- 
sion theorem en route to guarantee the convergence of Q + . What the result 
does show, however, is that all the objects Q, and A, needed to 
diagonalize L, can be obtained by integrating the Toda flow. In the special 
case that L, is compact, tridiagonal, and positive, however, it is possible to 
give an independent dynamical proof of the convergence of Q,, but we 
present no details. Clearly, by Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 in particular, 
there is no hope of proving the spas rral theorem dynamically for general 
bounded operators in the presence UI essential spectrum. 
5. JACOBI OPERATORS 
A Jacobi operator L of dimension p, 1~ p < co, is a real, bounded, sym- 
metric, tridiagonal operator in l*(p) E span(e, ..., ep) 5 1: with strictly 
positive off-diagonal elements. Set a, E (ei, Le,), bi 3 (ei, Le;, 1) > 0, and 
p(d) = p(d; L) s (e,, E(d) e,), where L = L(a, b) = j 1, dE,. As b, # 0, e, is 
a cyclic vector for L in I,(p). In the notation of Section 3, 
p(d) = jd cy::, cp,‘( 1, 1,) dp(i), where Lq,(k, 2) = Lqj(k, A). Again, as b, # 0, 
cpi( 1, E,) cannot vanish and it follows that N(i) < 1, and that p and p are 
mutually absolutely continuous. Thus k is a spectral measure for L. 
The following result is well known (see, e.g., [ 141). 
THEOREM 1. The map 
L t-S p(.; L) 
is a hijection from the set of Jacobi operators to the space JHC,, of Bore1 
measures with compact support on [w and of mass 1. 
Proof. The identity 
W(L) elII = UP* dp(l&) 
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for real polynomials p(i) shows that the map p(L) e, -F&(L) el)(l) = 
p(l) is well defined and extends to an orthogonal map from I, (the cyclic 
subspace spanned by e,) onto &(ti,u), which diagonalizes L, i.e., G(L) u -+ 
F(G(L)u)(l)=G(I) F(u)(I). On the other hand, the tridiagonality of L 
implies that e, , e2,..., ek are obtained by applying Gram-Schmidt to 
e,, Le, ,..., Lk- ‘e,. As F is orthogonal, this means that F(e,), F(e,),..., F(e,) 
are obtained by applying Gram-Schmidt to 1, A,..., IkP ’ with respect to p. 
Thus, (e,, Lej) = I AF(e,)(A) F(ej)(A) &(A) can be computed purely in 
terms of p. We conclude that the map L+-+p(d; L) is injective. Now, sup- 
pose ~1 is a given measure with compact support and mass 1. Apply Gram- 
Schmidt on the vectors 1, 1, A’,... with respect to p to obtain y( 1, 2) = 1, 
~(2, A), y(3,n) ,.... There are two possibilities: either the vectors 1,1, ,I2 ,... are 
independent in L,(dp), or they are dependent and p < co. We will treat 
only the first case: the second case, corresponding to finite matrices, can be 
treated similarly. The map xi cp,u(i, I.) + F-‘(1 yiy(i, A)) 3 C Yie, is 
orthogonal from &(dp) onto I:. Multiplication by 1 is a bounded, sym- 
metric operator in L2(dp): let L be the push forward of 1 from L,(4) to 
1:. Using the formula (e,, Lkej) = s Aky(i, A) y(j, A) dp(i), one easily checks 
that L is a Jacobi operator with spectral measure ~(d; L) = p(d). l 
Remark. (1) From the spectral theorem, supp S(L) = c(L). It follows 
that, for any R>O, S takes {LJacobi: jiLil<R} onto {BEEP%,: 
supp=II-RR]). 
For any R > 0, let J,,, denote the set of Jacobi operators of dimension 
p = cc and norm less than or equal to R. The map S is a homeomorphism 
from J,,, with the weak (or, equivalently, strong) topology to 
S(J, R) c -MC,, 
that if L, 
with the weak-* topology for measures. To see this, note 
+ L in the strong topology, then f(Ln) -f(L) strongly for 
all feP([-RR, R]), so that jf(A) MA LJ = (el, f(L) e,) -+ 
(e,, f(L) e,) = s f(L) &(A, L). On the other hand, the continuity of SP ’ can 
be read off directly from the proof of Theorem 1, using the finiteness of R. 
For a fixed Jacobi operator L,, define the isospectral eaf through L,, 
M(L,) = {L Jacobi: L is orthogonally equivalent to L,,}. 
From Theorem 1, for p < co, M(L,) is homeomorphic to S(M(L,)) = 
{(x, )..., xp) E RP: c,“= * x, = 1, xi > 0} 2: lRPP ’ (for more information on 
finite-dimensional isospectral eaves, see [2, 151). More generally, we have 
the 
COROLLARY. The leaf M(L,) with the strong topology is homeomorphic 
to S(M(L,)) = {h(A): j h(A) &(A, L,) = 1, h(l) > 0, dp(L,) - q.e. f with the 
weak- * topology. 
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ProoJ In the notation of Section 3, for L = QTL,Q, Q orthogonal, 
(e,, Lkel)=(Qel, LiQe,)=jA”h(~)&(k Lo), where h(~)=(f”Qe~)‘(~)/ 
cp’( 1,1, L,) >, 0. As L and L,, are orthogonally equivalent, h(A) is positive 
&( L,)-a.e. Also, for k = 0, 1 = (e, , e, ) = j h(l) +(A, Lo). Conversely, sup- 
pose h(A) is given with 1 h(A) &(A, L,) = 1, h(A) >O, dp(L,) - a.e., and set 
L = SP’(h dp(L,)). We must show that L is orthogonally equivalent to L,. 
Let F(L,): 1: + L2(dp(Lo)) denote the orthogonal map appearing in the 
proof of Theorem 1, and let F(L): 1: + L,(h dp(L,)) be the 
analogous map for L. Define @(A): L,(h dp(L,,))sf(l) -f(A) mu 
L,(dp(L,)). Then the orthogonal map (F(L,))-’ @(A) F(L) intertwines L 
and L,. 1 
We now study how M(L,) (or rather its image S(M(L,))) lies “embed- 
ded” in the space ..&i of all probability measures. The geometry of the 
situation is conveniently described by regarding &Zr as lying in the ambient 
space YJ&‘, of signed Bore1 measures p of finite mass, 1 w l&(A)l < co, and 
{ &(A) = 1. The space YJ?, is in turn a closed hyperplane of the Banach 
space YJ? of all signed Bore1 measures with the L,-topology, 
lIPI = jR k&(n)1 <a. 
Remarks. (2) The pull back of the L,-topology on S(M(L,)) gives a 
topology on M(L,) which is clearly stronger than the strong topology. On 
the other hand, convergence in the pulled back topology does not imply 
convergence in the weighted norms of Section 2. For example, if 
L = L(a, h) is a tridiagonal operator with Cp”=, (lai - 21 + Ibi - 11) < co, the 
standard asymptotics (see, e.g. [l] for the ODE analogue) imply that on 
(0,4) &(J) is equivalent to h(l) AA, with h(J*) continuous. However, con- 
vergence in the L,-topology for measures does not preserve the continuity 
of h. We have been unable to determine the relationship between the pulled 
back topology and the normed topology for operators. In the scattering 
situation where 
i~,i”(/a,-2:+lh,-ll)<m, m=l,2 ,..., (*I 
then (cf. Section 4) 
&(a) = 42) 4.4~) + i cf 6(/l - &) + i (c;y cqn - a;), 
i= I i=l 
where (h(l)))’ is smooth on [0,4] and dp,,(A) = xc,,dj(12) Jl(4- A) 
(dA/2n). If L(a, b) is not at resonance, so that h(0) and h(4) are not zero, 
then h(l) is smooth on [0,4]. It follows, then, from the methods of [6], 
say, that the isospectral eaf through a non-resonant L, of non-resonant 
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Jacobi operators satisfying (*) is homeomorphic (with the natural Frechet 
topology) to (h(2) E Cm[O, 4-J; h(l) > 0) x R;+n’, with the C” topology. 
(3) On an isospectral eaf S(M(L,)), the L,-topology for measures 
reduces to the usual L,(&(L,))-topology for functions. On the other hand, 
the measure ,u(., L) occurs naturally with a squared weight, 
(cf. the proof of the previous corollary). However, the Schwarz inequality, 
together with 1u2 - h2) 3 (a - b)* for a, b > 0, implies that the map h -+ $ 
is a homeomorphism from the positive functions in L,(&(L,)) onto the 
positive functions in L,(+(L,)). 
The isospectral eaf S(M(L,)) with the induced L,(&(L,)) topology is 
not a Banach manifold. Indeed, given any L E S(M(L,)) and any E > 0, it is 
easy to construct a sequence (S(L,)) c S(M(L,)) with l IS(L,)(ll)- 
t?(L)(A)/ &(ll, L,) <E and for which S(L,,)(A) converges in LI(dp(Lo)) to an 
operator L’ outside the leaf. Nevertheless, it is of course still possible to 
introduce tangent vectors at the point L,E S(M(L,)) by differentiating 
Cl-curves in S(M(L,)) through L,. The tangent space S(M(L,)) at 
Lo, T,S(M(L,)), is defined to be the L,(&(L,))-closure of the span of 
these tangent vectors. Let [h(n) &(A)] denote the normalized measure 
(h(l) dp(A))/(s h(A) &(A)). As a bounded function h(l) with 
[ho 444 Lo) =O is t h e tangent vector at L, to the curve &(t, A) = 
e”(‘) &(il, L,)], a simple density argument proves 
PROPOSITION 1. 
~L,~W(LO)) 
= h(l) dp(A, L,): h E L,(dp(L,)) and j h(A) &(A, L,) = 0 . 
Remark. (4) Actually, every vector in TL,,S(M(Lo)) is a tangent vector. 
This is because any h = h + -h_ E L,(dp(L,)) with s h(l) &(A, L,) = 0 is 
tangent at L, to the C’ curve 
dp(t, A)= [e-rh-(@(l+ t/z+(A)) &(A, Lo)], t 2 0, 
= [P+(“)( 1 - G-(A)) d,u(n, Lo)], t < 0. 
In particular, it is not necessary to take the closure (or the span) to define 
~,wf(Lo)). 
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The (closed) subspace T,,S(M(L,)) is complemented in a natural way in 
YiA, = TLOYA1 = {signed measures dp: j dp = O}. Define NLo9’A1 = 
{signed measures dp: f dp = 0, dp(A) = dp,(A) + adp(i, L,), where dp, is 
singular with respect to dp(l, L,) and a is a constant}. By standard 
measure theoretic arguments, NL09’A1 is closed in 9’A$ (with the 
L,-measure topology, but of course, not with the weak-* topology). The 
Lebesgue decomposition theorem immediately gives 
PROPOSITION 2. 
Remark. (5) The decomposition of A%!~,,, the space of Bore1 measures 
with compact support on R and integral 1, into isospectral eaves is not a 
foliation. For example, suppose L, is a compact Jacobi operator with 
dp(E., L,) = C,“=, a, c?(L - A,), a, > 0, C,“=, a, = 1, A, -+ 0. Then, for any N, 
dp,,,(A) = [I,“= 1 a, 6(1-A,)] lies in an isospectral leaf of dimension 
N- 1 <co, but IldpN-dp(Lo)IIL, -+O, as N+ co. 
It follows from Section 3 that, ifp(A) is a real polynomial, then the Toda 
flow induced by p(A), t + $,(t, L,) is mapped under S to the flow 
t + dp(t, A) = [e”‘(” &(A, Lo)]. (**I 
In particular, the tangent vectors at L, to polynomial Toda curves are 
dense in T,,S(M(L,)). In the finite-dimensional case, the isospectral eaf 
S(M(L,)) carries an abelian group structure, as follows abstractly from 
Liouville’s theorem for integrable systems. More concretely, formula (**) 
evaluated at t = 1 provides a group action of the vector space of 
polynomials onto S(M(L,))r{c=(c ,,..., c,~,):ci>O,~ci=l). The 
induced group multiplication on S(M(L,)) is given by (c * d)i= 
cjdiE, c,d,. In infinite dimensions, the multiplication h(A) dp(A, L,) * K(l) 
444 b,) = [NJ”) K(i) &(A WI converts the dense subset %(M(L,)) = 
{h dp(L,) E S(A4(L,)): h and h-’ E Lm(dp(Lo))} of S(M(L,)) into a group, 
and formula (w) at t = 1 defines a group isomorphism from (now) the 
bounded Bore1 functions (modulo constants) on o(L,) onto %(M(L,)). In 
this way, the polynomial Toda flows provide “straight line coordinates” on 
a dense subset of S(M(L,)), and the isomorphism relates the (bounded) 
functional calculus for Jacobi operators to the group structure on a subset 
of the invariant manifold of an “integrable” Hamiltonian system. It is a 
fundamental feature of the infinite-dimensional case, as opposed to the 
finite case, that the group structure does not extend to the whole leaf (but 
it obviously extends beyond g(M(L,))). It is possible, however, in par- 
ticular cases, to give a priori restrictions on the operators in M(L,) in such 
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a way that S(M(L,)) contains the image under S of the restricted 
operators. Indeed, the scattering case (*) above provides such an example. 
We conclude the section, and the paper, by considering the infinite- 
dimensional analogue of the QR algorithm for the eigenvalues of a matrix. 
In [2], the authors show that, for positive matrices L,, the iterates of the 
QR algorithm (without shifts) are the evaluations at integer times of the 
flow t~&~(t, Lo). As t -+ +co, c&(t, L,) converges as in Section 2 to 
diagonal matrices composed of the eigenvalues of L,. The speed of con- 
vergence is accelerated remarkably by “shifting” the matrix, L,,t-+ L, + cl, 
in such a way that an eigenvalue of the shifted matrix is close, but not 
equal, to zero. In infinite dimensions, the effect of essential spectrum at zero 
is even more dramatic. For example, consider Lo with aj = 2 and bi = 1. The 
spectral measure (cf. remark (2) above) is +(A, L,) = j(co,,,(l) dm 
(4271) and the QR flow tw q&&t, L,) is defined through t H dp(t, A) z 
[A’&(,$ L,)], for t > -3. Even though G(A) =log 1 is unbounded on 
a(L,), one checks directly that L(t) solves the differential equation 
,!. = [B(log L), L] weakly in the sense of Section 2. As t 1 -2, 
and 
converge to zero. Furthermore, one can show that L(t) converges trongly 
to a bounded tridiagonal operator L( - $) with bi( - 1) > 0 for i > 2, and 
that each entry L,(t) is smooth up to t = -3. The flow extends smoothly to 
t-c -5. Indeed, for tcs(-s, -$), set dp(t, A)= [1’+3/2A~dA] and 
define L(t) = UTSpl(,u(t)) U, where U shifts, Cp”=, cliei + Cp”=, c(~+ ,ei. 
Then one can show that t -+ L(t) extends the QR flow to t > -5 in the 
sense that (L(t)),i is smooth for t > -f and L(t) continues to solve 
i = [B, L] weakly for t E (-5, -$), where Br UT(log S-‘@(t)))+ - 
(log S-‘@(t)))_) U. However, L(t) is no longer orthogonally equivalent to 
Lo. As t 1 -$, a,(t) and b,(t) converge to zero, and the procedure outlined 
above can be used to extend the flow to t E ( - y, $), and so on. We now 
observe 
(1) the bottom of the spectrum of Lo emerges in finite time; 
(2) the solution given above of the differential equation i = [B, L] 
bifurcates at times t = -$, -$,.... 
We consider t = -1; the other times are similar. A Jacobi operator L >, 0 is 
said to have a natural logarithm if Dom(log L)x9, the span of {ei}. Let V 
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be the union of Jacobi operators with a natural logarithm and operators of 
the form L = UTzU, where again z is Jacobi with a natural logarithm. 
Setting B = UT((log z) + - (log z) _ ) U for L = UTZU, and B = (log L) + - 
(log L) _ otherwise, we see that the differential equation i = [B, L] is well 
defined weakly on I/. Now, the expression UTS-‘(p(t)) U given above for 
tE(-3, -1) also defines an operator for t > -$. Set L, = UTSp’(,u(t)) U 
for all t > -$. One checks that L,(t) is a smooth, weak solution of 
i= [B, L] for t> -5, as is L(t), and they agree for t~(-z, --+I. But, as 
(L(t))12#0 for t> -3, L and L, bifurcate at t= -$. 
APPENDIX 
Following a suggestion of R. Coifman, we construct an example of a 
real, bounded, self-adjoint operator L on Z: for which B(L) = L + - L- is 
unbounded. 
First we construct such an example in I,(Z). Let F(B) = C F,,eine be an 
even, real valued, bounded function on the unit circle 8 E [ -rc, rr), whose 
Hilbert transform FH(0) = i C sgn(n) Fneifle is unbounded. Set 
Then clearly L is a real, symmetric, bounded operator on l*(Z) with 
11 L(I = I( F(I oo. However, (B(L)u),=(L+u),-(L-u),= -C [sgn(n-k) 
Fn-J uk and llW)ll= IIFH(WII a, = ~0. 
Now, decompose Z2(.Z) = I, 01:) where 1, = 12( { . . . . - 2, - LO}), 
1: = I,( ( 1, 2 ,... } ) and write IJ = u _ + u + . According to this decomposition, 
the kernels of L and B(L) have block form 
L= B(L) = (-B;, ;:). 
As B(L) is unbounded, we cannot have both 
llW4~+)ll fCllu+ll> for all U+ El:, 
and 
IIB(LP,-II QCllu-II, for all 24 _ E I;. 
On the other hand, 
IlL*~+l12~ lIL2~+l12+ lIL&+l12= IIL(p)ll*~ IlLl1211u+l12> 
and, similarly, 
llL,~-/12~ IILl1211~-II*. 
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It follows that either B, is unbounded in 1, or B, is unbounded in 1:. But 
one easily shows that, under the unitary map 
1, 3 u- = 2 s,ei, 2.4, = f sIpieifzZ,f, 
B, goes to -B, and we conclude in particular that B4 is unbounded. Thus 
L4 is the required example. 
An immediate consequence of this example and the formula - Q’Q = B 
is that, in general, Q(t) is not strongly differentiable on I;, even though elLo 
is analytic. As mentioned in Section 2, QU exists in general only for u E 9. 
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